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Financial Services Separately Managed Account Program (SMAP)
Update

We started the separately managed account bank program over four years ago. The program
primarily seeks to capitalize on the anticipated consolidation in community banks and thrifts
with some focus too on banks that could benefit from unconventional drilling, and the
associated infrastructure build, particularly shale, due to a rise in economic activity in these
regions. We believe we are in the early stages of the two game changers for this sector.
Continued macro fears weighed on the market during the third quarter. The debate continues
whether interest rates will move higher or stay at current levels causing reasonable volatility
within the financial sector. As noted in our previous quarterly report, we believe deal activity
will accelerate in the next 12-24 months with considerable interest in the smaller banks in the
south central parts of the U.S. Positive economic activity has drawn major acquirers to this area
of the country. In our opinion, energy and all of its derivatives are in part responsible for the
economic revival. We believe we are well positioned to capitalize on this change.
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Certain statements contained herein may contain “forward-looking statements” within the meaning of the Private Securities and
Litigation Reform Act of 1995. Such forward-looking statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors
which may cause the actual results, performance or achievements of an SMA account or financial institution to be materially different
from any future results, performance or achievements expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements. Such factors include,
among others, risks and uncertainties associated with the timing and costs of financial sector products, demand for prices and returns
of financial sector products and investments, the timing and amount of capital spending in the nation and worldwide and general
economic factors. This report is not a recommendation nor a solicitation to either buy or sell any specific securities.
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